Waitress Must Pay $10 For Quitting Job

MONACADO AND FRIEND—Here “Five Star General” Hilario C. Moncado is shown with Delegate Elizabeth P. Farrington at a time when the PFA was hosting a celebration and Mrs. Farrington was running for Congress. Moncado, always played ball with the plants and discouraged his followers from joining unions. So he was honored by Mrs. Farrington, Farrari W. Turner, the Chamber of Commerce, and other bigwigs. But last year the U.S. Immigration Bureau ordered him to get out of the country or be deported. He was last reported in Mexico.

Drive-In Boss Asks Deposit: Girls Use Own Change

What would you think if the boss told you you’d have to deposit $10 to pay him for the trouble of training your successor, just in case you quit? That’s only one of the charges made this week by a young woman who worked four nights at the Kapolei Drive-In, and then quit after she had saved all she could take.

The young woman, who prefers to remain unnamed here, went to the territorial labor department to collect pay for her four nights after the boss, the drive-in manager, Francis Tom, had refused to pay.

MONACADO FOLLOWERS CLAIM . . .

The mission of Jesus Christ has been fulfilled by General Hilario Camino Moncado—He is the new Master, Equi Frili Brum.” “Master of Morality.” “Living God.” “The Living Philosophers,” etc—according to a new publication, “Moncado and his Mission.” It is reported the “Catholic Council” of Equi Frili Brum (E.F.B.) Students with headquarters at Kakaukaukau.

Suffered Everything!”

As far as all E.P.P. students are concerned he has completed the work of Jesus Christ. This is what he came for to this world. He has suffered everything that man can suffer. He has added to his mission, a new book, “Moncado.”

Although “Moncado” writes that

342nd Vet Clubbed By Cop: 7 Stitches In Wounded Head

James Oda, a veteran of the 43nd in World War II and of the 35th Infantry Division Combat Engineers in the Korean Conflict, and wounded in both wars, got another injury last Saturday night when he least expected it.

This time, his assuages was not an enemy soldier, but Police Officer Harry N. Ogasahara, who struck him with a club making a rash that required seven stitches at the C.C. Emergency Hospital—and a wound only a few inches from where he suffered a gash from a sword wound from a charge in Korea.

Fasi Only 4 Months Late On ‘Pinball Menace,’ Cops Show

Listeners in City Hall and the police force were still laughing at the middle of the week over the honor Frank Fasi pulled last Sunday night when he “called to the attention” of Mayor Neil S. Blaisdell that the fact that the “pinball racket” is operating in Honolulu wide-open and under his nose.

As if to point out Fasi’s honesty to show they had been alert to the pinball menace all along, police on Wednesday arrested eight persons in connection with pinball machines operated in various places, and charged them with constructing lotteries. They were charged with paying off in cash for free games. And the warrants of arrest were dated as far back as December.

Bingo At Biltmore; Prizes Said Valueless

While police vice squadmen crashed down on eight pinball machines Wednesday, charging proprietors with the operation of lotteries, they had made no move against bingo games reportedly being carried on in the Waikiki summer resort.

The reason, said police, was that they cannot determine that the Biltmore gives anything of value in plots for its games, which are...
Kekaha Sugar Co. almost became a cooperative enterprise of homesteaders about 35 years ago, with homesteaders owning the mill.

“If homesteading at Waiakea had been an economic proposition for Kekaha would have had a good chance,” a former land commissioner said this week.

Democrats Were Strong
Kekaha sugar mill was the last one the Territory owned, former homesteader Kekaha said, but it was abandoned, generally the interest in it came into the hand of the government.

Prior to that all other plantings had, by arrangement with the government's office, purchased the mill site before the leases expired.

About the time the Kekaha lease expired, the Democrats were strongly in the minority. Judge Delano's Mexican tax commissioner and his tax commissioner was for the benefit of the large planters and people to big business, primarily the plantations.

Land for Small Farmers
As the land in Kekaha was abandoned, Rivenburgh was homesteading land and the homesteading section in the Time was an attempt to extend land ownership rights to the small farmers.

When leases held by C. Brewer were noticed to be due in the Kekaha road was run out, Rivenburgh homesteaded parcels of land to farmers. He recalls that he enjoyed the cooperation of various companies and recounted how a group of Portu-
guese farmers purchased cane land in the area.

The Kekaha Sugar Co. leased operating during World War I and Rivenburgh went to Washington on a special trip to get approval 1920, through a business pressure, he backed down.

Creeper Well Qualified
Rivenburgh said the crop would have been the right man because he knew the canes and was conversant with the land. A Kekaha area resident was a success and weighed properly.

Creeper was familiar with the growing business and knew much sugar a particular cane gave and the price at which the planters should be paid.

Creeper was a top man and he invested a system used by the industry to extract a commercial sugar from cane.

Waiakea homesteads were important because it was the largest such at the time the homesteaders settled on it intended to grow cane without interruption while land occupancy changed.

Oldtimers say that the Democrats of this period tackled big problems with foresight and courage. With homesteading of land came related problems which had to be solved.

To Protect Homesteaders
One problem was the protection of homesteaders. For example, homesteaders on the Hanakahu road were charged by companies for striping cane but it was charged them only about 15 feet around the thickly grown field where the cane was grown. Homesteaders who didn't examine the job thought their whole farm had been stripped of dry leaves.

I had to take some of them up to their fields to show them what they were paying for."

Rivenburgh recalls.

The Territory needed a man to keep homesteaders on the alert and William Creeper, Sr., was chosen as the ideal man for the job. Governor McCarney agreed to appoint him but because of his business pressure, he backed down.

Creeper was well qualified.

Rivenburgh said the crop would have been the right man because he knew the canes and was conversant with the land. A Kekaha area resident was a success and weighed properly.

Creeper was familiar with the growing business and knew much sugar a particular cane gave and the price at which the planters should be paid.

Creeper was a top man and he invested a system used by the industry to extract commercial sugar from cane.

Waiakea homesteads were important because they were open to other homesteaders. Creeper was needed there, but his business interests did not want him there.

With Creeper out, Albert Horner was appointed to look after the interests of the homesteaders. Waiakea was then managed by David McHattie Forbes.

Fertilizer on Honebana
By the time Horner got out of the field, much damage had been done. In legislative and congressional hearings held subsequently, it was brought out that the Waiakea company had not properly taken care of the crops and it charged against the homesteaders high fees for the care of the fields.

The shocks of fertilizers were found scattered in the fields and they were on thick layers of hoe. Where the crop was weakly, the fertilizers should be in powdered form and scattered at the base of the cane stalks.

By the time the homesteads were assigned their land, homesteads in many areas had grown up thickly and, of course, the canes received neglected farms which were the charges of the Waiakea company for taking care of the fields.

Waiakea in Example
Today when land monopolists argue against homesteaders, it can be shown that early homesteaders did it because they were the charges of the Waiakea company for taking care of the fields.

With 6,600 acres planted in cane at Waiakea, homesteading would have gone over—if sugar cane rather than homestead grade had been fertilized and cared for.

The Democrats, during this time, wanted to homestead Kekaha cane and the proposition was being discussed before 1920. The Democrats operated the mill for homesteaders taking shares in the mill in accordance with their acreage. If they wanted their land, their share in the mill was to go to the new owner.

Meantime the Kekaha Sugar Co. wanted to lease the cane land, homestead the maaka area, and buy the mill.

Commissioner Leaves
Rivenburgh left the land office without consulting the land commissioner as the proposition was discussed. He went to Washington to appeal to Congress.

US Negroes Deeply Interested
The U.S. government, not being Asian or African, was naturally not invited as a participant. Rep. Adam Clayton Powell Jr. (D-N.Y.), who heads a congressional leadership authority on race relations, had been invited to the congressional press gallery, and the first to become a member of the National Press Club.

The fact that he is going halfway around the world for the conference shows the deep interest of American negroes in what may come from Bandung later this month. Any interest affects us in America.

Issues of Common Concern
The press conference of five Asian countries which have won their freedom since World War II and in Bandung by the Anti-American conference at Bandung, Indonesia, U.S. Rep. Adam Clayton Powell Jr. (D-N.Y.) has pressed through Honolulu to attend the conference as an observer.

Kekaha Mill Almost Became Homesteader-Owned

By Federated Press

The average American would not know it from his newspapers, but it is a fact that one of the most important international conferences ever held in Bandung, Indonesia from April 18 to 24.

This is the Afro-Asian conference, which brings together representatives of the governments of 24 countries of these two continents. These governments represent a majority of the world's population. What is more important, they speak for people who for centuries have not been properly represented in international meetings.

Embarassed Silence

Generally speaking, this is the first major international conference bringing together for the first time representatives of the dark majority of mankind which has for too long been considered inferior by many whites.

The Afro-Asian conference is known as the "Bandung conference." The few exceptions, has been the poise of our press.

In recent days, however, the press network conducted by Americans has recognized that the conference is going to be newsworthy. The American press people to cover the conference, and a good many more are going to Bandung from their press offices. When the conference starts, it appears, American newspapers will suddenly be filled with news from this meeting, which has not been considered worth writing about for three months.

US Negroes Deeply Interested

The U.S. government, not being Asian or African, was naturally not invited as a participant. Rep. Adam Clayton Powell Jr. (D-N.Y.), who heads a congressional leadership authority on race relations, has a steady diet of his professionalism. He is the first to become a member of the National Press Club.

The fact that he is going halfway around the world for the conference shows the deep interest of American negroes in what may come from Bandung later this month. Any interest affects us in America.

Issues of Common Concern

The press conference of five Asian countries which have won their freedom since World War II and in Bandung by the Anti-American conference at Bandung, Indonesia, U.S. Rep. Adam Clayton Powell Jr. (D-N.Y.) has pressed through Honolulu to attend the conference as an observer.

These issues are also of concern to the entire world. They linked the following as the purposes of the meeting:

A. To promote goodwill and cooperation among the nations of Asia and Africa; to explore and advance their mutual as well as common interests and to establish new and other friendly relations.

B. To consider social, economic and cultural problems and relations of the countries represented.

C. To consider problems of special interest to Asian and African people, for example, problems affecting national sovereignty and of racialism and colonialism.

D. To discuss how the people of Asia and Africa and their peoples in the world today, can make the promotion of world peace and cooperation.

In Brief:

This conference will talk about freedom, economic progress and other topics. It leads into wider issues such as capital development, social planning, foreign investment, trade from abroad, military expenditures, and the like. It will be held in the United Nations and many more. There will be differences, but there is likely to be more than most other international meetings.

No one can determine this conference as manipulation by outsiders. Everyone must hold in is right. It can be in Washington who closes his eyes to it will be saying its duty. For this fact, the conference is coming together, can result in nothing but progress for the human race.
BIG (MOUTHED) BEN

Sen. Ben Dillingham has Charley Wilson licked to a frazzle.

The Senate General Motors lobby compared workers with dogs and got lambasted for it. Ben Dillingham made much more earthy comparison of people with rabbits and despite his apology, his words reflected his thinking all too clearly.

Only a few days later, he said home rule for police would put the police under control of those considered engaged in "tressonable activities." Sen. Herbert Lee quite properly surmised that ben, Dillingham was virtually saying the voters are potential traitors. The hassle over words didn't change the thought.

Ben Dillingham has indicated by vote and utterance, ever since he came into the senate, ever since he worried about welfare clients who might possibly enjoy life too well, that he has both contempt for ordinary people and fear of the people.

The people have now learned that Ben Dillingham expresses his thoughts clearly—that he tells them again and again what he thinks of them—no matter how much he regrets it as soon as he realizes what he has said.

Writing in the RECORD in 1946, the late W. K. Bassett told readers why Ben Dillingham should never be chosen to represent the people of Hawaii. Here is Bassett's mixture of irises and gentle sarcasm—as potent today as when he wrote it onto the end of a column of the Republican Party:

BY W. K. BASSETT

Close, close to the people I calls it—these Republicans and Ben Dillingham with his "American Way of Life."

What does he mean by the American Way of Life? Perhaps he means the Dillingham way of life which is, no doubt, a nice way to be, but I don't think he has a right to it.

It's my contention that the First Prince of the Blood Royal of the Dillingham Dynasty hasn't any right on a legislative body in the Territory of Hawaii. True, he isn't to blame for being First Prince of the Blood Royal, but he is stuck with it and blood, particularly royal blood, is a hell of a lot harder to take away than either a polygamist or a German, man, he has had a super education and he shows it; he has all the qualities that make him personally attractive and an effective and influential politician. I like Ben Dillingham—I like him immensely—but I repeat I do not believe he has a right on a legislative body in Hawaii because it is bound to be first nature with him that the Dillingham Dynasty be conserved and perpetuated.

He has all the qualifications, as I say, of a First Prince of the blood royal, but he possesses, because he must possess, all the responsibilities and obligations that go with that noble birth.

A HERDSMAN TENDS a flock of fine wool-bearing sheep in the Inner Mongolian grasslands. Animal husbandry in northwestern China has developed rapidly under direction of the new government from depleted stock of Chiang K’ai-shek’s and Japanese occupation period. The region was liberated from Chiang K’ai-shek and his warlords in 1949. By 1951 the output of wool was 40,000 tons. Other products merkeled 25,000,000 skins of various kinds and 4,500,000 bundles of cashmere. These are raw materials for leather, textile and food industries. The herdsmen today live better, with government subsidy for rehabilitation and development of animal husbandry. From 1949 to 1951 in the earth-difficult period, China's medical factories manufactured 13,500,000 c.c. of various vaccines and serums for inoculating animals against diseases. Some 6,700,000 people live in the Northwest, the major stock-raising region. In the past tradesmen and landlords paid ridiculously low prices for animal products. In Chinghai province, for instance, the price for a full wool fleece was only one brick of pressed tea. In Ninghsia province, a camel brought only a single bolt of coarse cloth in exchange.

Plantation Still Operating Despite Alexander's Views

On legislation dealing with compulsory arbitration in the current session, a Catholic father among others defended the right to strike. In his case, Father Joseph Mahoney, from St. Francis hospital and opposed compulsory arbitration. A view more commonly taken by employers is that against workers' right to strike. Senator T. Alexander, interested in Maui plantations, was quoted in the Pacific Commercial Advertiser June 15, 1946, thus:

"Suppose, Mr. Editor, that the cane crop of one of our Maui plantations was rust ripe and beginning to deteriorate, and that, in the absence of any law enabling the manager to enforce the specific insurance of cunnings, all the plantation hands should strike for higher wages. What would become of the sugar? The hope of striking in other countries goes to prove that it will simply change the question of who can stand it the longest.

"A few months delay would ruin the planter's crop, while it would neither inconvenience nor injure the native labor. Such being the case, the planter would literally be in the power of his laborers. Should any radical change, favorable to the employee, be made in our labor laws, I see no prospect but utter ruin to our plantation industry."

Ujimor to Resume Reporting from Maui Beginning June

EDGAR Ujimori who has covered Maui events for the RECORD for the past few years up to last December informs this office that he will take up his reporting chores from June. Readers from the Valley Isle have taken Edgar's capable reporting and comments by the popular columnist.

Japanese Newsmen Surprised By Nonpolitical U. S. Unions

WASHINGTON (AP)— The non-political character of trade unions that the United States has been impressing upon the world is finding its simplest, most telling proof when American labor goes into a bitter struggle with China— with American newspapers, reports the Financial Post.

3. The refusal of certain manufacturers to let a Japanese newsmen to visit their plants, apparently fearing industrial espionage.

4. The refusal of American business to recognize the unions in part of the South.

5. An unusual view of the four million readers of the Mainichi papers, he said. He was not holding, not under patronage of the State Dept., as some foreign editors do each year.

Forced to Hire Oriental Lobbyists

Big business hires hire Orientals to lobby for them in the legislature, but apparently they don't like it. They were forced into this position. With numerous non-Japanese elected to the legislature, the race conscious bow-hatted hired non-Japanese lobbyists to do the work which hale lobbyists did in the past.

The Chamber of Commerce, a powerful lobbying outfit, which caters to Orientals now hosted the Orientals at every opportunity only recently.

At one time in 1939 the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce advocated that all alien and dual citizen students pay a full tuition fee to the DPT. Obviously aimed at the Japanese community, it was at that time very, very difficult to go through the red tape required to re- turn Japanese citizenship— this measure would have discriminated against practically all Oriental students in the public schools.

Wash. Post Opposes Bill to Curb Leftist Mailing Rights

WASHINGTON (AP)— The bill introduced by two senators to take away the second-class mailing privileges of allegedly communist newspapers is a shipwreck to a columnist, the Washington Post said editorially April 5.

Challenging the measure offered by Sens. Margaret Graham Smith (D, Me.) and Glenn Johnson (D, S.C.), the Post said the bill is clearly aimed at the Daily Worker of New York. It is important to tolerate that paper because the outside world would criticize our press and might not take our newspapers seriously, the Post said. It added:

"The Johnston-Smith bill is dangerous also because it is susceptible of use against any newspaper, magazine or book criticizing the government or advancing ideas which socialists might consider sympathetic to communism." The vague terms of the bill carry heavy penalties for anyone circulating "any written or printed matter . . . which may reasonably be expected to promote world communism."

CAPITAL SQUIRRELS FIND A FRIEND—Championing the squirrels on the White House lawn is Democratic Sen. Richard L. Neuberger, freshman from Oregon, shown here offering a handout to a furry unsuspecting in front of the Capitol. The senator sprang to the defense of the squirrels after learning they were being exited from White House grounds because they were eating from flowerpots and getting into trouble.

LATER came official White House statement: the squirrels can stay.
Rape Accusation Underlines Desire of Many To Abolish “Agreement”

This incident, unsatisfactory to the civilians involved, represents only the most recent of a long line of similar incidents dating back many years.

Though neither police, nor pros-
sographical nor legal authorities have ever made a public pronouncement on the relationship between law and the armed forces, it is good reason to believe both the Army and the marines are the forces handling of felonies charged against their personnel by civilians.

From long experience with the armed forces, individual members are charged with a great number of offenses. Some are because of the lie in the way the different services handle their cases. Some claim the Air Force is most lenient with its personnel.

One day in the past, handled a number of such cases, each service has its legal trained officers whose duty is to see that their men out of trouble.

Theft Unpunished

"Men are not the only ones in the military with a sense of self-satisfaction," one service officer said, "even the civilians are in some instances the only ones who are lenient with their men off, regardless of the offense.

By contrast with air force and navy, however, in probable cases of offenses against civilian personnel, the airman’s policy and army personnel manual is to have the official involvement of officials and private individuals who were in the incident.

"There is the feeling among both a soldier, if apprehended, a sailor and a civilian, that if charged against them, will probably be heard by civilians only. Other services, the mechanics feel probably nothing serious will be done.

An official list of offenses under 15 at the top of the list of offenses lightly charged against the navy.

"They don’t seem to have any knowledge of one another, of all," said angrily, "these cases often get nothing more than a reprimand.

Both officials and merchants are, consequently, reluctant to be quoted.”

What is the current situation? It is a matter of how much unreasonably the service makes its reports.

If you have not been able to go to the store, the police and told them after the service and the police did not come.

"There are three pre-trial hearings scheduled on a woman of a fellow who a police woman like a period of observation in the wake of her becoming very sick.

At the trial, the young man found himself unable to complete the testimony, as he sat in the box and the prosecutor, a marine officer.

One of them doubted a case before, she was, but if you ask me questions so I would hard-

More on Fasi

know the relationship between the mayor and the police force.

The mayor’s relationship to the police, as far as I know, can be described as one of cooperation, rather than one of direct control. The police force has its own budget and is responsible to the city council. The mayor does not have direct control over the police, but does play a role in the budget process and may have some influence over policies or actions of the police force.

The relationship between the mayor and the police force is important in maintaining public safety and order in the city. It is important to ensure that there is effective communication and coordination between the mayor and the police force to address issues and concerns.

White Men Unsuited For Plantation Work

35Yrs. Ago—Adverse Role

Renouncing the preference of the labor, the Honolulu Advertiser, said (July 13, 1921): “White men cannot possibly suit an Hawaiian labor force, and would not do if they could.”

"* * *"

"THESE WEST India negroes, number of them who were brought up as fillers of the soil, would be just the men for our plantation work. One of them would do more and better work in a day than four of four Chinese."

HAWAI’I HAD ANADEQUATE SUPPLY OF labor from the Philippines, but the Filipinos struck, even though many Filipinos moved to California. Hawaiians, according to information from the Department of Agriculture, were shipped back to China when it expired. The legislature set up and maintained a Plantation Commission. The Honolulu Advertiser, headlining the commission’s report, says, “the commission of 1922 was summed up thus:”

Hawaiian’s place as a commodity at stake in labor under the Ad- versary—Stimulus of Measure for the employment of the plante-old, who will use it to:

The number of business failures last year totaled 11,900, a jump of 29 percent over 1935 and the signif-

In these failures totaling $20,-

Hawaii produces a better qual-

C-C Employees Seek New Coffee Oasis

Senators Resolution No. 38, presented to the senate by Senator C. C. H. Lee, on April 9 and adopted by the upper house, (SB) for the need for safety and puts the senate on record to that effect.

In his Senate Bill, the chairman, or the state’s policy toward tobacco departmental taxes, is a cautious one.

It is the view of Senator, criticizes this move, even among opponents.

More on 442nd Vet

There was one case in the home claim the lives of more children than any disease known today. Smallpox had not been eliminated by the time of this first report. There is the view of Senator, in the state’s policy toward tobacco departmental taxes, is a cautious one.

There was one case in the home claim the lives of more children than any disease known today. Smallpox had not been eliminated by the time of this first report. There is the view of Senator, in the state’s policy toward tobacco departmental taxes, is a cautious one.
Baseball 'Juice' Inflow Nowadays; Recall 1919, Blue Ridge Backfire

By EDWARD ROBERGUE

The most recent fictionalization, yet authentic treatment on professions of the late 19th century, is-lettering the 'Juice' of Inflow Town,' a novel by Charles Eisen

The book seems to deserve the blurb given it by Lee Dorrhor. "From Class C to the majors—-a look at the phases of the national pastime, dealing with the "fix," or "juiced" games." The reader may be reminded that we statisticians have been much in connection with baseball for some years.

'Juice' in boxing is getting at

Tales of a young man being virtually disguised, and baseball and football have come in for mention in this novel.

Fever In Baseball

But since 1919, there have been comparatively few baseball scandal


Dairymen's New Carton Machine Won't Cut Labor Force, Boys Say

In Dairymen's Association, Ltd., moving toward mechanization that will reduce its program of shifting men from one duty to another has beenCarded out for local personal offices for possible fives,

Some workers at Dairymen's say, however, there are other indications that perhaps management is readying its personnel for this program of shifting men from one duty to another has been considered out for local personal offices for possible fives,

Even in football, the fix has been demonstrated to a small extent. The fix is obvious to the fans. In the first place, the two teams are closely matched and when key players can be bought. A cen

ter and a quarterback can go a long way toward lowering their point spread, and their intentions are not easy to pin down.

Two offensive stars on a basketball team will naturally attract ward-shaped events to suit the gauds—as has been done in previous years.

Backfire on Blue Ridge

But the fix in baseball may backfire by exposing itself. It did so last week when a grandstand full of fans left off the Blue Ridge League. Some of the players on this team are being charged with accepting money, and they were paid off, began desperavo kicking the ball around. The player did about as badly as he could, and still stay in the game.

But the clatter was too much, and this event was too good to be true. The 'soup' team went right on to win the play-off in spite of the
ILWU Volleyball League
To Get Underway With Triple Header Sunday

The Oahu ILWU-AA Volleyball League will get underway this Sunday with a triple header. The opening games are: at the ILWU Mem-
orial Gymnasium at 7 p.m. - Higa Trucking vs. American Can, Hawaiian Pine vs. CalPac, and Watanabe vs. Waianae at
7:30 p.m. - Langshoremen vs. Waipahu.

CalPac won the crown last year by defeating Watanabe and making it three years in a row for lack of entries.

The teams will engage in an elimination series first. The four leading teams will play off in the championship to
be held at the ILWU Memorial Gymnasium.

Beer is league manager.

Lecturer Will Discuss
Why Sea Products
Are Rich Food Factors

Food from the ocean for human consumption has been rising in importance. A noteworthy talk on this subject was
held recently at a meeting of the Hawaii Oceanographic Society.

The talk was given by Dr. W. Charters of the University of Hawaii. He discussed the role of seafoods in the diets of
people around the world, and emphasized the nutritional value of fish and other marine products.

Dr. Charters highlighted the fact that marine life is a rich source of proteins, vitamins, and minerals. He also
mentioned the importance of seafoods in the diet of populations around the world.

He concluded by emphasizing the importance of seafoods in maintaining a healthy diet.

Shirt and suit makers
aren't going to like it, but the decreases in manufacture of polo shirts and "other knitted outerwear shirts," indicate American men are dressing more and more in
"home styles," according to the June 15 issue of the Journal of Commerce last week.

It is the first decrease in cotton shirts in years.

The report also indicates that other men's shirts have been rising in price, and the prices of cotton and other materials have been
increasing.

** MAYBE SHIRT and suit makers aren't going to like it, but the decreases in manufacture of polo shirts and "other knitted outerwear shirts," indicate American men are dressing more and more in "home styles," according to the June 15 issue of the Journal of Commerce last week.

It is the first decrease in cotton shirts in years.

The report also indicates that other men's shirts have been rising in price, and the prices of cotton and other materials have been increasing.

Dole Scholarships
Expanded; May 2

Deadline for Entries

The Dole Scholarships program has been expanded for the first time. The scholarships will now be available for
students in all grades, from high school to college. The scholarships will cover tuition, books, and other expenses.

New features of the scholarship program include:

1. The scholarships will now be available to students in all grades, from high school to college.
2. The scholarships will cover tuition, books, and other expenses.
3. Students will be selected based on academic performance and financial need.

Applications are due by May 2, 2023.

The Dole scholarship will cover all educational expenses for the first four years of college. The scholarships will be awarded to students who are enrolled in an accredited college or university. The scholarships will cover tuition, books, and other expenses for the first four years of college.

The following scholarships are available:

- Hawaii Dole Scholarship
- National Dole Scholarship
- International Dole Scholarship

Big Five Profits Versus
Benefits for Workers

Republican legislators concerned with profits of plantations and their Big Five agencies today op-
pose government assistance for agricultural workers when workers are benefitted. The Big Five agencies are en-
titled to such benefits.

Despite such strong opposition, Democratic demands for full coverage of standards of living and security have brought progress.

In the legislative assembly of the Big Five, which meets today, the plantation companies announced the working of the con-
tact labor system. The deck hands of two months two months mind, two workers, live in a small shack.

During the second month, only nothing in the way of advance base pay, he will be considered good fortune. Three months he is beyond,

The April 11 issue of Sports Illustrated gives a hilarious treat-
mint to the fans who have attended the event. It is a great day for the fans, but it's a sad one for the runners.

The April 11 issue of Sports Illustrated gives a hilarious treat-
ment to the fans who have attended the event. It is a great day for the fans, but it's a sad one for the runners.

TALK OF PUTTING wrestling under the territorial boxing com-
ission or the creation of a new body much like the athletic commis-
sion of the states is going on. However, there isn't enough push on the matter or there are other major
matters that must be taken care of so this measure may be only in the discussion stage for a while.
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IF YOU WANT to give your youngsters a treat take them to the Age Group Swimming championships to be held this week at the Univer-
sity of Hawaii pool. Distances and events are gauged for the younger and the kids will be all out for this annual event. Tommy Miles is chairman of this event and his committee has been really pushing the idea.
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Confessions of a Professional Stoolpigeon

PART III

In the third installment of this series, ex-informer Harvey Matsumow continues his account of his false testimony against Clinton Jencks, Texas, and his involvement with the anti-communist movement.

Statement Was a Lie

"Clinton Jencks (sic) I met him at the San Cristobal victoryelsen. He was the attorney for the Mine Mill & Smelter Workers Union. During that week he spoke on the rule of the trade unions in the peace movement. He told me he was a Party member..."

It is true I had met and known Clinton Jencks at the San Cristobal rally, but he was not a lawyer. He had spoken on "The Role of the teacher unions in the peace movement." He was an attorney for the Mine Mill & Smelter Workers Union. But my statement was a lie when it said: "Jencks told me he was a Party member..." Texas was getting ready to go after communists through "Salutes." There was a bill before the state legislature which sought to provide for the death penalty for any communist found in the state. I contributed my two cents by giving the Attorney General a sworn statement that 200 members of the Mine Mill & Smelter Workers Union were Party members."

Stoolpigeon’s "Fifth Amendment"

"The Texas Rangers...were busy investigate the "sinister of communism that Jencks was involved with."

The Rangers worked with the Mine Mill & Smelter Workers Union to furnish valuable wiretap information, lists of hotel guest registers, etc. Many of certain out-of-state cars, and a fairly complete coverage of what Clinton Jencks and his attorneys were doing..."

El Paso was very profitable for me. I would make, let us say, a $50 per day expert witness fee..."

Half-truths and lies are wholly unbecoming the end result. In fact, the half-truth is more dangerous in its隐蔽 benumbing than the whole truth."

"When on the witness stand, I said that I answered yes or no, as is normally the procedure in a court. I would not be able to testify if Jencks had been a member of the Communist Party."

Claim Moncado Finished Christ’s Mission

(from page 1)

Gen. Moncado as their neighbor because we knew who cried the loudest to deny him that wonderful privilege, none other than the Filipino-Americans in Washington, D.C.

Denounce Filipinos

The "Mission" of Moncado as described in the publication often narrows down to preserving the American Way of Life. It is only one of the many reasons behind this movement to deport him are Godless Communism, led and supported by a group of people who pose as a friend of America.

In holding up Moncado as "God," the article in the publication, "Moncado and his Mission," runs into various other contradictions. Moncado is pictured as "the Servant of the World," but living a life of lie for the American Way. He plays golf and authorize tournaments appear to be of great importance.

Why Moncado Is God

The following examples of passages in the publication demonstrate how far his followers go in making Moncado as "God."

"A man created in the image and likeness of the Creator, he cannot be the SAVIOR OF THE WORLD, for this is the paramount duty to serve human..."

"If we study the new testament of the Holy Bible with an open mind, we come to a definite conclusion that the life General Moncado had led so far is but the repetition of the life of Jesus of our Lord when the latter worked hard in his three years of ministry to prove to man that he and God are EQUAL..."

Moncado followers say that Filipino persecute him and try to draw a parallel by the age-old distoration of blaming the Jews for crucifying Jesus. Thus "Acolites" write frequently to Moncado and say, "I and my Father are ONE! It is because of this pronouncement that the Jews sought to murder Him. He knows that he must suffer on the hands of the cruelest form of human suppression or passivity of equality, fraternity, and Liberty..."

"Our Lord Jesus, the human member, is in his mission to prove the innocence of jealousy and bolshevism on the part of General Moncado. He was also the innocent victim of jealousy and bolshevism after World War II. He was not crucified nor shot to death by the assassins. His attackers were Filipinos by look but inside they were hungry godless communists..."

Moncado for the war for collaboration with the enemy and..."

"General Moncado's principles are EQUALITY, FRATERNITY, AND BROTHERHOOD. He is a human being principles when studying in the College of Mystery in the Holy Bible..."

"It is recorded that he (Jesus) promised in some bark in order to finish the work that his Father had started. And he told his men, however, all Christians the world over are awaiting for the Master's return..."

"Let us ask ourselves are we ready to receive him? On the morning of Transfiguration, Jesus Christ disappeared with a promise, up to this very day we heard no one but General Moncado said that Man and God are equal..."

The March issue of "Moncado and his mission" is a long article headlined on the front page, "The Unfinished Work of Jesus-The Christ..."

After Jesus and Rizal

This article claims Moncado finished the work Jesus started and which Dr. Jose Rizal took up but did not finish. Jesus had 19 disciples, says the Moncado publication. Rizal had 12 Filipinos, "Illustrated," it adds.

"If we study very closely the works of these two people they are similarly identical in nature. Their lives ended in an identical manner that of treason. This particular accusation originates from the Moncado followers. The method of killing them was different. One was crucified and the other was shot," the Moncado bulletin says.

"Now, here comes General Hilario Camino Moncado whom Mission is to continue or finish the work that the two men had started on earth. Unfortunately they were unable to complete it during their life time. The pictures above will tell you the whole story..."

The picture referred to is an illustration with 12 panels, six in each column, each a photograph of Moncado and his disciples. The caption under the illustration attempt to convey the idea that "Jesus' 12 disciples-and Zelos-saved one and the same which Moncado recognizes. It says:

"144 E.F.B. Disciples of Gen. Moncado, the article concludes, constitutes the first of Twelve Divisions. Each Division composed of 144 Disciples. 14 times 12 is 1728 E.F.B."

Master Is Ardent Golfer

The regular column by Fermie Nina, "Fighting Communism Through Golf," shows how Moncado's followers are to the same..."

Nina's words: "going golfing and not baseball or tennis. We have chosen the game of golf because our Master is an ardent golfer and being his children, we have taught us the fundamental re-requirements and the principles of golfing..."

"First of all, according to Our Master, a golfer must have general soundness in himself so that he will feel that he is able to conquer all the elements of nature. Secondly, a golfer must feel a general ego in himself and acquire a will-power and thus feel capable of conquering nature existing here on earth..."

"By possessing general confidence, general ego, and general conceit, the golf player can conquer his emotions and with his golf clubs as his or her run, the golf ball as his or her permission and the golf course as a battlefield, he is ready for battle..."

"It is important in actual warfare for our soldiers of battle to be on the position line taken. We have arrived at the golf course as a battlefield, he is ready for battle..."

"OCTOBER 15, 1953 HONOLULU RECORD PAUL L. REYNOLDS"
Frankly Speaking

Nobody Told ‘em

Sounds like a plot from a comic opera written by Gilbert and Sullivan, doesn’t it? I mean the story out of Washington, the effort that just about all of the interested Federal officials knew there was something wrong with Harvey Matusow except the Justice Department.

Matusow is the ace professional anti-Communist who has been giving the witch-hunters a bad time ever since he was caught red-handed and had he been a liar, The Justice Department controls the FBI.

According to testimony just released by a House appropriations sub-committee, Justice Department officials back in January, 1953, received a report that Matusow was mentally ill while in the army. That was before he was used by the depart- ment as a witness in the New York trial of 15 for violating the Smith Act.

On the other hand, Ast. Atty. Gen. William F. Talbott, head of the Department’s Internal Security division, and other top department officials said they knew nothing of Matusow’s condition until they saw the 100-page report by Assistant Attorney General Talbott’s a copy of the January, 1953, report.

Great Subversion of Democracy

As I see it, another version refutes credit upon this top department of the Federal govern- ment and cast it in the public eye in a way that the Justice Department has behaved since Matusow publicly refuted his testimony and you get a prearranged story.

If the officials knew Matusow was mentally ill and then proceeded to use him anyway as a star witness in the New York and other trials, then it leaves me to the Justice Department is guilty of both fraud, gross subversion of the Constitution and civil and human rights. This is such a travesty on jus- tice and so great a subversion of democracy that it deserves the attention of both of the House of Representatives.

Conversely, if it is true that Tompkins and other officials in his department were cast as principal in a real life Gilbert and Sullivan plot, then somebody in Justice is guilty of almost criminal negligence. It ceases to be funny when such ac- tion invades the freedom and future of human beings.

Is It Possible?

It is impossible to understand that there is such poor cooperation between the various divisions of the Justice Department that what is common know- ledge to one section is withheld completely from such other personnel of the Internal Security division and his assistants.

Is it possible that the internal security division can find out even the style of diapers and number of safety pins used by these political prisoners years ago when they were babies, yet cannot step across the hall and learn about the present mental status of its star witness?

The testimony before the House sub-committee shows that the FBI had the report on Matusow three years ago, it was also brought out that the Immigration Service dropped Matusow as a wit- nesses two months before the Justice Department had him testify before the Subversive Activities Control Board last June.

End Justifies the Means

This looks to me as if certain people in the Justice Department had decided to do anything to get a conviction. If it has been decided that John Doe must be tried as a Communist in this time of hysteria, then use anything or anybody you can dig up for the end justifies the means.

Obviously, this does not bolster public confidence in the respect for the Justice Department when such matters are brought to light. This is another reason for a congressional investigation. Certainly, a matter of this type can no longer permit the Justice Department to conduct itself as to be above reproach. Particularly is this true when the agency is supported by a public and publicized budget.

One of the most disgusting aspects of this...